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SUMMARY. 

This note presents the results of EGS calculations for 50 GeV electron beams showering in 
lmm thick slabs or copper and aluminum at glancing angles. The maximum temperature rise for 
SO/i (Gaussian cr) beams of 5 x 1010e~/pufae was found to increase with angle, ranging from about: 

• 300 to 700 "C/putae (copper) 
• AO to 100 "C/pulte (aluminum) 

for angles of incidc-nre between 0.1 and 10 mradians. The results are also applicable to slabs thicker 
than lmm u ithin this angular range. Por larger angles, where shower leakage out the back beromts 
important, the slabs were made thicker. These extended resi 'Is (sec last figure) arc applicable for 
all angles of incident'? and should be useful for calculating tt maximum temperature rise in such 
devices as collimators and slits. 

DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATIONS. 

It was pointed out in CN-135' that the danger of accidentn latnage to SLC components due 
to healing i.'i greater than previously encountered at SLAC, neci litating the use of beam spoilers 
to increase the beam spot siie, thereby decreasing the energy-densities for each beam pulse. ID this 
present note, however, we address the problem of small electron beams (a = 0.05mm) striking thin 
slabs (^ li.-im) of renper or aluminum at glancing angles (0.1 to 10 mradians). The wall thickness 
of the cylindrical bc.ua pipe was approximated by a slab geometry 

A >ii'g!e 50 GeV shoirer jeueraled by EGS in a 1mm copper slab i shown in Fig. 1 (five frames), 
where only charged pnr'icle trajectories have been plotted and thes* only inside the copper slab. 
The scale has been r<panded in the direction of the slab thickness, lich is lmm. Each frame is 
2 radiation lengths long (IrV. = l.-t)em) for an overall slab length <- 10 radiation lengths. The 
incident an^le is 3 ntradians with the- point of incidence being at the lower left corner of the topmost 
frame. It is quite easy to 'see' the bca;n direction in each *!ab since it is the line of most particle 
density, and thus the rjcatest energy deposition. The arrows at the beginning and end of each 
frame limply indici;e the 3 median beam direction. 

A new icrsion cf EGS, called EGSJ,* was employed using a slab geometry User Code.** With 
KGS-l, it is now ca\\ to introduce variance reduction schemes in order to improve the efficiency 
far general his sliov.rrs. This was found to be important for the problem of beam pipe heating 
since ttie beam sp<.i bad to be sampled over a Gaussian distribution (we used a = 0.05mm). For 
example, a t) pi.'.-!! .'>!) GcV shower event takes slightly less than one minute on the IBM-3081 using 
li<iS:>; consequently, very few samples can be taken over the beam spot in any reasonable time 
Ir.j., :";0 rhovrs per 20 minute run). By introducing importance sampling into ICG34, however, 
we were i;Ue to gi-.\. :;:te between 1000 and 6000 showers per minute, depending on the material, 
tlab tliirkn<"-s, snd a:-glc of incidence, which is a tremendous improvement in efficiency. 

The importance stapling technique used in EGS-1 is known as 'leading particle biasing'.- The 
procedure is quite si.iipic. Since we know that the electromagnetic shower predominantly involves 
brciiisstrahlung ami pair production interactions, and since the high energy particles are the most 
ijifluci.tial, we should be able to speed up the calculation by forcing the selection of the 'leading 
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particle'—i.e., the higher of two energies in any bremsstrahlung or pair production interaction— 
discarding the lower energy partner. However, to 'play the game fairly', one must 

(1) select (i.e., random sample) the lower energy particle some of the time, and 

(2) assign an appropriate weight factor to the particle selected each time. 
Then instead of counting particles, we sum weights and also weight the energy deposition. 

In order to demonstrate that this technique indeed gives accurate results, the EGS3 calculations 
presented in C'N-1351 were repeated for electron beams of various sizes at normal incidence ou 
infinite slabs of Cu and Al. Typical results are shown for copper in Figs. 2 through 4. At t!ae 
beginning of the shower (Pig. 2) the radial distributions calculated by EGS3 and EGS4 (with 
biasing) arc identical everywhere. Deep in the shower (e.g., 10 to II r.l., Fig. 3) the results arc 
identical except for the first radial bin, where the EG S3 results are systematically higher. The 
reason for this difference is not clear, but it is also not important for the present problem since the 
maximum temperature rise occurs early in the shower. This is shown in Fir •*. whet* the maximum 
from each of the radial distributions is plotted as a function of the shower depth. The agreement 
between EGS3 and EGS4 (with biasing) is excellent for the a = Omm beam except around 10 r.l., 
as we have just discussed. For a = 0.05mm, EGS4 also agrees with the EGS3 points, which were 
obtained by means of a convolution scheme applied to the o = Omm results (see CN-I35). 

Assuming that EGS4 (with biasing) works, we are then able to take advantage of the dramatic 
increase in speed in order to obtain a fairly large sampling over the beam spot itself. In Fig. 5 we 
plot the maximum energy deposition and corresponding temperature rise in Cu for a — 0.05mm, 
where the plus symbols are for a glancing angle of 0.7 mradians(lmm slab) and the histogram is for 
90" incidence (thick slab). Clearly, the effect of the glancing angle is to push the maximum deeper 
along the shower axis, and to flatten out the energy deposition (with a corresponding reduction 
in the m; • imum temperature rise). The explanation is simple. Particles selected with ±1# enter 
the slab at. ±5r.l. relative lo the origin of the shower coordinates, and the average longitudiial 
development of the. cascade is shifted accordingly. 

In Figs. 0 and 7 we give the maximum temperature rise for both Cu and Al, respectively, and 
for glancing angles of incidence ranging from 0.1 to 10 mradians. The curves were drawn by eye. 
The rapid drop at 10 mradians for both materials is caused by the shower penetrating the back 
side of the slab. A simple calculation will reveal that this is expected to occur at 0.9 and 11 r.l. 
for lmm slabs of Cu and Al, respectively. For aluminum the maximum temperature has probably 
not quite been reached before the 10 mradian shower leaks out the back side of the slab; in the 
case of copper, it has. 

The 0.1 to 10 mradinn data should be applicable to slabs thicker than lmm for the simple 
reason that the maximum temperature rise is caused by the early development of the 'core' of 
the shower, which remains inside the slab. In order to extend lW calculations to larger angles of 
incidence, the slab thickness was increased. The results are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 for angles 
between 0.1 mradians and 00°. The straight lines are least square fits to the data in this range. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

For the range of practical interest for the SLC arc beam pipe (0.1 to 10 mradians), the maximum 
temperature was found to increase from 300 to 700 "C/pulse for copper, and from 50 to 100 °C'/pulse 
for aluminum. For thicker pipes and larger angles the highest temperature is reached at 90°, where 
it is about 1100 °C for copper and almost a decade lower (125 °C) in aluminum. 
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FIG.l: Five frames of an electromagnetic cascade initiated in 
a 1 mm slab of Cu by a single SO GeV electron incident 
at ? 3 mraflian glancing angle. To avoid confusion, 
only charged particle tracks iniide the slab are shown. 
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F2G.4: MAXIMUM E-DEPSSIT'SN AND TEMPERATURE 
RISE F0R ELECTRQfxl SEAMS Br VAPJ0U£. SIZES 
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FIG.6; MAXIMUM E-DEP0SITI0N AND TEMPERATURE 
RISE F0R ELECTR0N BEAMS WITH a-0.05 HM 
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FIG.8: MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RISE VERSUS 
SIN 8 F0R ELECTRON BEAMS UITH a-0.05 MM 
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FiG.9: MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RISE VERSUS 
SIN B F0R ELECTR0N BEAMS WITH c-0.05 MM 
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